AFFINE mVARIANTS OF CERTAIN PAIRS OF CURVES AND SURFACES
BY L. A. SA-NTALÓ

1. Introduction. For two curves ¡n a plañe or two surfauus iu ordinarj' spacc
various projcctive invariants havc bcen givcn by Mehmké, Boutpn, Segre,
Buzano, Bompiani, Hsiung and otliers (see Bibliography).
Obviously each projectiva invariant is also an affiíie invariant, that is, an
invariant with respect to the group of affine transformations. Hovíever in
certain cases there aré affine invariants which are not projective invariants.
The purpose of the present paper is to study these cases giving affine invariants,
as well as their affine and metrical characterization, for the foUowing cases:
(a) two curves in a plañe havirig a common tangent at two ordinaiy points
(§§2,3);
(b) two curves in a plano intersecting at an ordinary point (§§4, 5) ;(c) two surfaces in ordinary space having a common tangent plane at two
òrdinaiy points (§§6, 7);
(d) two surfaces in ordinaiy space having a common tangent Une but dLstinct
tangent plano at two ordinary points (§§8, 9).
For the cases (a), (b) of plane curves we shall consider the neighborhoods of
the second and the third order of the curves at the considered points. For the
cases (c), (d) of two surfaces in ordinary space we shall consider only the neighborhoods of the second order of the surfaces at the considered points.
2. Affine invariants of two plane curves having a common tangent at two
ordinary points. Suppose that 0 and Oi are two ordinai-y points of two plane
curves C and d respectively, so that OOi Ls the common tangent. Let h be
the distance 00\ . If we choose a cartesian coordínate system in such a way
that the point 0 be the origin and the line 001 be the x-axis, the power series
expansions of the two curves in the neighborhooc^ of the points 0 and Oi may
be written in the foiïn
(2.1)

C:

(2.2)

Cl :

y = ax- + hx^ -\- ••• ,
y = a,(x - hf + h,{x - hf + • • • ,

where we suppose a, a, 9^ 0.
In order to find the affine invariants of the elements of the second and the
third order of the cui-ves C, Ci in the neighborhood of 0, Oi we have to consider
the most general affine transfomiation which leaves the point O and the x-axis
invariant:
(2.3)

'

X = aX +

fiY,
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where a, /3, n are arbitrary constants. By this transíormation the point Oi(
is carried into the point whose coordinates are h/a, 0; consequently if we CÍ
the distance between the transformed points from O and O, we have
(2.4)

a = h/H.

Let US substitute (2.3) in (2.1) and (2.2). We find two equations of the i
Y = AX' + BX' + ••• ,

Y = A^iX - H)' + B,iX

- H)^ + • •

where the first coeíBcients A, B, Ai, Bi are given by the foUowing system:
liA = a'a ,

¡iB •= 2aPaA + a'6,

^A,

nB, = 2a0a,A, + a%

(2.5)
a Oi

Eliminating o, /3, fi from this system and (2.4) we find that there are two i
pendent afine invaríants deiermined by the neighborkoods of the secmd ani
Üiird arder of the curves C and C, ai the points O, Oi, which are
(2.6)

¡

li !

/ , = o/ffli ,

Ii = ha(bi/al — b/a").-

By interchanging a, b and a, , b, in the invariant /^ we find the invaí
/a = —li/Ii which is a consequence of / , and / j .
The invariant / , is determined by the neighborhoods of the second ordí
C, Ci at the points O, Oi and the invariant I^ is determined by the neighborhí
of the third order.
' 3. Metrical and afñne characterization of the invaiiants / , and 12 • If
coordínate system to which the expansions (2.1) and (2.2) of C and C,
reférred is chosen orthogonal, it is easily verified that the radius of curva
r of C and its derivative r' = dr/ds with respect to the are length s of C at
point O are given by the formulas
(3.1)

36.
2a^-

2a'

Similarly the radius of curvature r, oí Ci and its derivative r', = dr,/ds, v
respect to the are length s, of Ci at the point d are

W-

(3.2)

2o,'

r; =

36,
2aV

From (3.1), (3.2) we deduce that the invariants (2.6) are expressed metrici
by the formulas
(3.3)

I - ^
^' ~ rr

h=

i(r'-ri).

In order to give an affine characterization of the invariant / , let us cut
curves C and C, by the parallel line to 00, given by the equation y = t. (

I

T
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suppose a > 0; in case o < 0 \ve take y = — t.) li C and Ci in the neighborhood
of 0 and 0 , are situated at different sides of the line OOi we consider the two
parallel lines y = ±e. The àrea / bounded by this parallel line and the curve
C in the neighborhood of O has the value
(3.4)

4 . 5^ 33/2
/2
3"

/

^

^(^3/.)

where o{f''') means a function of e such thàt o{t'''^)/t''' tends to zero w t h e.
Similarly the àrea /i bounded by the same line ?/ = t (or the symmetrical
one y = —¿) and the curve Ci in the neighborhood of 0, has the value
(3.5)

/l = ^«1 «

+ 0(í

).

From (3.4) and (3.5) we deduce
(3.6)

7, = a/a, = lim (/,//)=

Since the quotient of two areas is an invariant with respect to affine transformations, (3.6) gives an affine interpretation of the invariant .7, .
ñere let us make the foUowLng remark. It is known that the ratio between
two areas situated on parallel planes is an invariant with respect to aflBne
transfoi-mations in ordinaiy space. Consequently, if we consider two plane
curves situated on parallel planes which have parallel tangents at two ordinary
points 0, Oi by considering a plane which intersects both curves at a distance
e from the respective tangent, from (3.4) and (3.5) we deduce that the ratio
between the radií of curvature at 0 and Oi of two curves sikwied on paraUél planes
with pafaUel tangents at 0 and 0¡ respectively, is invariant with respect to affine
transformations of the space. This property will be used in §7.
In order to give an affine chara«terization of the invariant 7j let us consider
the osculating paràbola of C at the point 0. The equation of this paràbola is
found to be
(3.7)

2 , b

_^

b'

y = ax + ~xy + —-y
1

,

4a

The diameter.of this paràbola which passes through 0 is called the affine
normal of C at 0 [13; 49] and is the line
(3.8)

2/=

2a'
--^x.

Similarly the aflBne normal of Ci at Oi is the line
(3.9)

y

2al
b.

(X -

h).
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The polar line of thc point 0, with icsijocf to tlio osculriting pavaliola (3.'
(3.10)

2a'hx + (bh - a)y = 0.

The intersection point M of tlic affine normal (3.9) of C, and tho affine noi
(3.8) of C has tho absci.ssa
hh
a'{h/a' -

(3.11)

. !'l

b,/ay

and the intersection point .ÍV of the affine normal (3.9) of Ci and the polar
, (3.10) of O, with re.spect to thc osculating paràbola (3.7) has the abscissa
(3.12)

(bh — à)h

í. = ha\b/a' — bi/àf) — a

Henee, taking inío account the valiie (2.6) of It we see that thc r
D = NOJNM has the vakie
D

h - {.
=

-

/2

This foiTOula gives an affine characterization of thc invariant / j , tliat
the affine invariant Ii is equal, except for sign, to the ratio of the segtiienls that
affine normal of C at 0, the polar line of Oi with respect to the osculating para
of C atO and the tangent OOi determine on the affine noiinal of C¡ at 0 , .
From this result we deduce that Ii = 0 is the necessai-y and .sufficient coi
tion that the affine normals of C and d at 0 and 0, respectively are parí
lines.

l'i

4. Affine invariants of two curves in a plañe intersecting at an ordinaiy pa
Let us consider two plane curves C, Ci intersecting at a point 0 and ha\
distinct tangents t and í, at 0. Let us suppose that the point 0 is an ordin
point on both C and Ci and choose a cartesian coordinate system so that
the ï-axis and í, is the j/-axis. Then the curves C and C, may be represen
by expansions of the form
(4.1)
(4.2)

y = ax' + bx^ + •
C, :

X = a,y' + b,y^ +

wherc o, o, ^ 0.
The most general affine transformation which leaves the point 0 and
tangents tj <, invariant is represented by the equations
(4.3)

X = aX,

where a, n are arbitraiy coastants.

Líü.

2/ = /.F,
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By means of this transformation the equations (4.1) and (4.2) of the cuives
C and Cl transform into two other equations of the same foiïn, namely,
Y = AX' + JS.Y' + • • • .

X ^

+ B,y' + • • • ,

AX-

whore the cocfficients A, B, A ¡ , /i, are given by the foUowing .system:
^íA = a'a ,

ixB = a b,

aAi = n'a, ,'

aB, = ij.%, .

(4.4)

Eliminating a, n f'roni these equations we find that Hiere are two independent
affine invariants determined by the neighhorhood of the ihird order of the curves C
and C, , namely.

a6?

(4.5)

-Instead of these invariants it is more convenient to introduce the foUowing
ones:
(4.6)

/ * = Í\Í2

=

a^o:'

aa'i

5. Mètric and affine characterízation of the invariants /f and / ? . Let us
cali (O the angle which foims the tangents I, ti of the cui-ves C, Ci at the point O.
The radius of cui-vature r of C and its derivative r' = dr/ds with respect to
the are length s at the point O are fovmd, on performing simple calculation, to
be given by tho foi-mula*
1
2a sin cü'

(5.1)

3(b -

2a-' COSO))

2a^ sin ü)

'

from vvhich we deduce
(5.2)

a=

1
2rsin u'

b =

3 eos u — r' sin (
n 2

-2

w sm w
By analogy if /•, and r{ are the radius of curvature and its derivative with
lespect to the are length Si of d at the point 0¡ we find
(5.3)

2r, sin a>'

6i

=

3 eos O) — rí sin i
6rí sin^o)

From (5.2) and (5.3) we deduce that the affine invariants (4.6) have the
foUowing mètric characterízation:
(5.4)

/ * = ^ ^ (3 eos ío - r' sin o,)"

8 r
I* = — — (3 cosíü — r,' sin w)^
Al

?'[

ir
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In order to give an affine characterization of 7f and It we shall conside
osculating parábola Q of C at the point O, which in the present case of ob
axis is given also by the equation (3.7) and the osculating parábola Q, of (
the point O, given by the equation
íf

i,

(5.5)

X = a¡¡,

+ --xy

+ — X

«1

iUi

On the tangent í, of C, íat O (^-axis of our coordínate system) we havc
point ^1 in which ti intersects Q and the pole Aj of the tangent t with res
to the osculating parábola Qi . An easy calculation proves that the dista
froni A i and A, to the point O are (5.6)

OA, =

4a^
6^ '

OA. = t ,
" " ^ - 6,'

respectively.
Similarly we have on the tangent t (i-axis of our coordínate system) the ir
section point Bj of t with the osculating parábola Q, and the pole B^ of t¡
respoct to the osculating parábola Q, whose distances to the point O are

f

(5.7)

OB, =

%

OB. = ¡.

Since the ratio in which a point divides a líiio segment is an invariant \
respect to the group of affine transformations, from (5.6) and (5.7) we dec
that the ratiòs
(5.8)

Pi

OA,

4a%'

P2

OB,
OBi

abl
abo?

are affine inváriants. The invariants I* and / * are expressed by means o
and p2 by the formulas
(5.9)

/f - 64p;p.,

7? = 64p,p^

which give an affine characterization of 7f and If.
We conclude with the remark that the condition 7f = O, which is equival
to b = O, signifies that the affine normal of C at the point O (which in the pres
case of oblique axis is given also by the equation (3.8)) coincides with the y-a
that is, with the tangent l¡ of C, at O. Similarly, the condition 7f = O wí
is equivalent to b, = O, signifies that the affine normal of C, at O coincides v
the .r-axis, that is, with the tangent of C at O.

6. AfSne invariants of two suifaces in ordínary space having a comn
tangent plañe at two ordinary polnts. Let S and Si be two surfaces in ordin
space having a common tangent plañe at two ordinary points O and O, . Le
be the distance 00, . If we choose a cartesian coordínate system in such a \
that the point O be the origin, the line OOi be the «-axis and the common tang

T
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olane to S, <S, at 0, Oi be the plaiie 2 = 0, the power series expansions of the
í,wo surfaces in the neighborhóod of O and 0 , may be wiitten in the form
(6.1)

S:

(6.2)

S, :

z = ax" + bxy + Cl/ + ••• ,
z = a¡{x - hf + í)i(.r - h)y + C,Í/' + ' • • •

In order to find the affine invariants detci-mined by the neighborhoods of the
second order of S, Si at the points 0, 0¡ we have to consider the most general
affine transformation which leaves the point 0, the .-ï-axis and the plano Í = 0
invariant, namely,

(6.3)

Z=

y,Z

where a, , iS, , 7, , /Si , 72 , 73 arc arbitrary constants.
By means of this transformation the cquations (6.1) and (6.2) of S and Si
transform into two other equations of the same form, namely,
Z = AX' + BXY +

€¥'+••-,

Z = .4,(X - Hf + BdX - H)Y + C,Y' + ••• ,
where H = h/ai is tlie distance.between the transfoimed points from 0 and Oi
and the coefficients arc given bj' the following system:
y 3A

(6.4)

=

ata,

73^1 =

yiB = 2ai0,o +

a^b,

a^ai,

73ÍS1 = 2a,/3ia, + ai/Sjbi,

73C = HW + /Si/S^fc + /3^c,

730, = /Síai + iSijSjò, + ; 8 ^ , .

According to the vanishlng or non-vanishing of the two coeíïicients a and Oi
it is necessary to distinguish four cases:
Case I. a 9^ 0, a, 9^ 0. In this case the line OOi does not coincide with any
one of the asymptotic tangents of the surfaces S, S, at 0, 0 , respectively.
Elimination of the coefficients «i , j3i, 71 , /SÜ , 72, 73 of the affine transformation
(6.3) from equations (6.4) implies that the affine invariants determined by the
neighborhoods of the second order of the two surfaces S, S, at the points 0, 0, are
the foUowing:
(6.5)

Ji.

4aiCi — bi

Oi

a'

./12

=

4a?(6i/ai -

b/af

áac4ta\b/a -

¥
b./a^Y

Case 11. a = O, ai 9^ 0. In this case the line OOi is an asymptotic tangent
of the surface S a,t O but does not coincide with an asymptotic tangent of Si
at Oi . Elimination of the coefficients «i , /S, , 71 , /Sj , 72 , 73 from equations

1^n
'

'I

<. Ki
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(6.4) implics in this case that the affine invariants delermined by the neighborhoi
of Ihe second order of the surfaces S, «S, at the points 0, 0 | are the follovñng:
(6.0)

W'l /

I

2ca,),

./2, = Y' (?''''

2

Cbb, + b'c).

.'22 == -p; (iic

Instead of . / j , ancl J.^., it i.s more, convenient to leplaoo .¡•¡2 hy the follo
invariant
(6.7)

./.. = Jl

b'i — ia¡c,

- 4./,,

so that as invaiiants í'or this case 11 \vc shall consider J j , and J22 .
Casc III. o ?í 0, a, = 0 . In this case the Une 00¡ is an asymptotic tang
of Si at 0, but is not an asymptotic tangent of S at 0. Similarly, as in
foiegoing case, we obtain the invariants
(6.8)

í>?

6' -

(bb, - 2c,a),

4oc
6f

•

Case IV. a = O, a¡ = 0. In this case the Une OOi is an asymptotic tang
of both surfaces S and Si at O and Oi respectively. EUmination of the
eflScients of the affine transformation (6..3) from nquations (6.4) gives in 1
case only one affine invariant, namely.
(6.9)

Mi,

U

H

o,

7. Mètric and afSne characterization of the invariants J,, . For the purp
of giving a mètric characterization of the invariants J,,- of the foregoing numl
let US suppose that the cooi-dinate system to which the expansions (6.1)
(6.2) are referred is an orthogonal cartesian coordinate system. Let us consi
soparately the four cases mentioned in the foregoiiig number.
Case I. a 9^ Q, ax 7^ 0. Let ;• and r, be the radü of cui-vaturc at the po
O and Oi of the plañe curves in which the normal plañe y = O intereects
the surfaces S, S, respectively; and K and K, the total curvatures of S,
at the points O, O, . Then it can be readily demonstrated that
(7.1)

2a'

J_
2a,'

K

iac — b',

K¡ = 4o,Ci — 6?

FurtheiTOore ií w is the angle wliich the conjúgate direction at O of the tang
00¡ of the surface S fomis with the tangent OOi and similarly wi is the ar
between OOi and its conjúgate direction at 0¡ on the surface S, , we have
(7.2)

2 cot 01 = —b/a,

2 cot oj, =

—hjai.
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From (7.1), (7.2) aud (0.5) \yc obtain the following metiical characterization
of the affine invariante ./„ . ./,, , ./,., :
(7.3)

./„ =

./.. = -.

Krrl
4(cot UI — cot w)'"'

./,.

Kr
4(cot u — cot íü,)'

Fi'om theso foninila.'j it follows tl·iat tlie vatio of the total cin'vatur&s at 0
and 0, ,
K/IÚ = J^.JZlJW,
is also an affine invaiiant of the two surfaces S, Si . It may be lemarked that
the affine invaiiant (íC//f ,)(?/r,)'"^ = JV¡-1~^Í-J^\" is also a projective invariant
obtalned by Hsiung [10].
We now proceed to give an affine characterization of the invariants J u >
J\2, Ji3 • We have seen (§3) that the ratio of the radii of curvature is an affine
invariant for two plane curves with a common tangent line 00¡ . Let us consider the plane cui-ves C, C, in which the common normal plane to the surfaces
S, Si through OOj intersects the surfaces S, S, ; let r, r, be the radii of curvature
of C, Cl at the points 0, 0, . By an affine transformation the common normal.
plane to S, ¿¡i through the line 00 ¡ transforms in to another plane which ferms
a certain angle, say d, with the common normal plane to the transfonnaed surfaces. If ?•* and rf are the radii of curvature of the ti'ansformed curves from
C and Cl at the transfonned points from 0, 0, , by §3, we have r/r, = r*/rí.
Furthennore, if R and R, are the radii of cui-vatiu-c at the transformed points
from 0, Oi of the curves in which the common, nonnal plane to the transformed
surfaces from S, Si intersects these transfoi-med suríaces, by Meusnier's theorem
we have r* = R cos d, rf = Ri cos 9. Consequently r/r, = r*/rT = R/R,
and the affine invariance of ./,, = r/r, is proved geometrically.
In order to find an affine characterization of the invariant Jn , let us consider
the conjúgate tangent í at 0 of the tangent 00, of the surface S. From the
equation (6.1) of S we deduce that the equation oi t is'y = — (2a/6)x. On
the other hand the asymptotic tangents of S, at 0, arc
(7.4)

2c,

(-¡>, ± ( 6 ? - 4aiC,)')(x - h),

0.

A simple calculation shows that the tangent í intersects these asymptotic
tangents in the points A, , A2 such that the invariant J,2 can be expressed in
terms of the ratio p = OA ,/OA-, by the following formula
(7.5)

./,.

4 Vi + p/

which gives an affine characterization of the invariant 712.
A similar expression holds for the third affine invariant ,713 e.xpressed in
terms of the ratio of the segments that the asymptotic tangents of «S at 0 determine on the conjúgate line at Oi of the tangent 0 | 0 of the surface S, .
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Casé II. o = O, a, ?í 0.
foregoing case, we have

In this case, with the same notations as ir

(7.6)

b¡ =

b = —K,

cotwi ,

a, = ^r-,

Ti

¿Ti

and if M means the mean cui-vature of /S_at O, since a = O, it is known
c = M. Henee the invariants J^ and J22 have the following metrical
nificance:
(7.7)

(-Kf
./2,

-\- M tan Mi
Kr^ tan w,
'

7

- ^

We now proceed to givo an affine chaiacterization of these invariants.
US consider the points P, Q in which the asymptotic tangent of S at O dist
of OOi (given by the equations y = — {h/c)x, z = 0) intereects the asympt
tangents of Si at Oi (given by the equations (7.4)). A ready ealculation sW
that'the ratio J^^/Jli Ls expressed in terms of the ratio p = OP/OQ by
.formula
(7.8)

;, ~ li + p)

t» I.

f

í

On the other hand, let us consider the line ¿1 (given by "the equations y
— (2a,/b¡)(x — h), z = 0), which is the harmònic conjúgate of the comr
tangent 00, with respect to the asymptotic tangents of the surface S¡ at
point Oi ; and its parallel Une (given by the equations y ~ —(2a¡/b,)x, z =
through the point O. The normal planes to S, Si through these parallel li
intersect S and S, respectively in two plañe cui^ves whose radii of curvat
at O, Oi have the ratio
(7.9)

4aiCi — bi
Pi

2(2aiC - 65i)

t/22

2/2

From (7.8) and (7.9) it foUows that
/ 2 , = 2p,(l + p)^(l - p)-^

J.2 = iplií + pVa - P)'

These fonni;las give an affine characterization of the invariants J^ and J-,
Case III. a ?¿ O, Oi = 0. This case is completely similar to the case I I
interchanging S and Si .
Case IV. a — O, a¡ — 0. In this case, according to (7.1) and (6.9) the or
affine invariant can be wiitten
(7.10)

^41

(1)'

henee, the square of the afiine invariant Ja is equal to the ratio of the tof
curvatures óf the surfaces S and S, at O and O, respectively.
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To give an affine characterization of J^i let us consider the asymptotic tangent
u ói S at O distinct of OOi (given by the equations y = — (b/c)x, z = 0) and
the asymptotic tangent Ui of S, at Oi distinct of OOj (given by the equations
y = — (6i/ci)(x — h), 2 = 0). These asymptotic tangents intersect each other
in the point A whosc coordinates arc
(7.11)

X = /t(b./c,)(6,/c, -

b/c)-

y = -/!,(b/c)(6,/c,)(6i/c> -

h/c)-

We first suppose b/c — hi/ci 9^ 0. Let us consider the point B such that
2O1B = OxA. The line OB is affinely connected with the configuration of the
surfaces S, Si. The noiroal plane to S at 0 through the line OB and the normal
plane to Si at Oi through the parallel line to OB through 0 , intersect S and S,
respectively in two plane curves whose radií of cur\'ature at 0 and Oi have
the ratio
26i
b

, (7.12)

2J7i\

Suppose now that b/c — bi/c, — 0, so that the asymptotic tangents u and
M, are parallel. In this case we may consider any pair of parallel normal planes
through 0 and Oi respectively; \et y = \x and y = \(x — h) he these planes.
The ratio between the radii of curvature at 0 and 0 , of the plane curves in
which these planes intersect S and Si respectively, has the value
b, + Xci

(7.13)

b + \c

We have remarked in §3 that the ratio
0, Oi of two plane curves situated on
Unes at the points 0, Oi is an invariant
of the space. Consequently (7.12) and
of the invariant J„ .

b

/:,'.

of the radü of cui^vature at two points
parallel planes with parallel tangent
with respect to affine transformations
(7.13) give an affine characterization

8. Affine invariants of two surfaces in ordinaiy space having a common
tangent line but distinct tangent planes at two ordinary points. Let now <S
and Si be two surfaces in ordinary space having a common tangent line but
distinct tangent planes at two ordinary points 0, 0,. Let h be the distance OOi.
, If we choose a cartesian coordínate system in such a way that the point 0
be the origin, the tangent plane to S at 0 be the plane z = 0 and the tangent
plane to S, at Oi be the plane y = 0, the power series expansions of the two
surfaces in the neighborhood of 0 and Oi may be written in the form
(8.1)

S

2 = ax" + bxy + cy'- +

(8.2)

Si :

y = ai{x — h)' + b,(x — h)z + Ci¿' + • •

In order to find the affine invariants detennined bj' the neighborhoods of
the second order of S and Si at the points 0 and Oi we have to consider the

'.,',

Mil
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most general affine transformation which leaves the point O and thc piar
7/ = O, 2 = O invariants:
•X = a,X + 0,Y + y,Z
(8.3)

P^Y

2/ =
z —

y.Z,

where ai , P¡ , y¡ , fi^ , 73 are arbitrary constants.
By means of this transformation the equations (8.1) and (8.2) transfor
into two other equations of the same form, namely,
Z = AX' + BXY + CY- + ••• ,
Y = /l,(X - Hy + B,{X - H)Z + e x + • • • ,
. where
(8.4)

H = h/a,

is the distance bctween the transformed points from O and Oi , and the ci
efíicients A, B, C, A, , B, , C, are given by the foUowing system:

(8.5)

yaA

^2^1 =

y,B = 2a;,/3,a + a,0ih.

(SJJB, = 2a:,7,o, + «1736,

T3C = 0[a + MJa + Pie,

P^Cy = Tifl. + 7.736. + 7|c. .

«iii ,

According to the vanishing or non-vanishing of the two coefficients a an
o, it is necessaiy to distinguish four cases.
Case I. a ?* O, Oi ?^ 0. In this case the line OOi does not coincide with an
one of the asymptotic tangents of the surfaces S, Si at the points O and C
raspectively. Eliminatlng a. , ^i , 7. , 182 , 73 from the system. (8.5) and (8.4
we find that there are two independent affine invariants determined hy the neigt
borhoods of the second arder of the surfaces S, S. at the points O, O,., namely,.
(8.6)

a

b'),

^f2

T h\áa,c, - h]).

Case II. a = O, a. 7^ 0. In this case the line 00¡ is an asymptotic tangen
of the surface S at O, but it is not an asymptotic tangent of S. at 0¡ . Elimi
nating a. , /S. , 7, , /Sj , 73 from the system (8.5) and (8.4) we see that in thi
case the only affine invariant determined by the neighborhoods of the second arder q
the surfaces S, S, at the points O, 0¡ is
(8.7)

J?, = (bi^

áaiCi)b-h\

Case III. a ?í O, a, = 0. The line 0 0 . is an asymptotic tangent of >S, a
O, but is not an asymptotic tangent of S at O. Similarly as in the foregoinf
case the only aífine invariant is found to be
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./*, = (6= -

(8.8)

4ac)blh\

Case IV. o = O, a, = 0. The Une 00¡ i.s an a.symptotic tangent of both
surfaces S, Si at the points O, O, . Eliminating a, , p, , y¡ , 02 , 73 from the
equations (8.5) and (8.4) we find that in Ihis case there is only one affine invarianl
determined hy Ihc. neiqhhorltoods of the secoml nrder of the surfaces S, S, at O,
Ot , naviely,
./,* = bbj,-.

(8.9)

9. Metñc and affine characterization of the invariants J% • We consider
soparately the four ca.se.s mentioned in the foregoing numbei-.
Case I. Let us cali w the angle between the tangent planes to S and Si at
the points O and O, respectively, that is, the anglc between the planes y — O,
z == O of ou)- coordínate system to which are referred the equations (8.1) and
(8.2) of S and Si respectively.
Let r be the radius of curvature at O oí the plañe curve in which the tangent
plañe to S, at Oi (that is, the plañe 2/ = 0) intereects the surface S, and K the
total cui-vature of 5 at O. Similarly, let r¡ be the radius of curvature at d of
the plañe cui-ve in which the tangent plañe to S at O (that is, the plañe z = 0)
intersects the .surface Si , and K, the total curvature of Si at Oi . Then, if the
plañe a; = O is chosen to be orthogonal to the z-axis, it can be readilj' demonstrated that
2»- = 1/0,

27-1 = l / o i ,

(9.1)
K — (4ac — 6') sin^ w,

Ki = (4aiCi — í>?) .sin'' o.

From (9.1) and (8.6) we obtain the foUowing métrica! characterization of the
aflfino invaj'iants ./*i and ,1% :
(9.2)

./f, = h'

r'K
)'i sin u'

I*

"
./' 12

rlK,
r" sm" w

Fi-oni the.se fonnidas it follows in paiticular that the expressión
(9.3)

7* í * _ t<
t/ ii«/12 — "-

^ ^ '
. .

sin w
is an affine iuvariant. Buzano has proved that this invariant (9.3) is also a
projective invariant [4]. Similarly
(9.4)

Jt,/J% =

(K/K,)(r/r,r

is an affine invariant. For the case h = O Hsiung has proved that this invariant
(9.4) is also a projective invariant [7].
We now proceed to give an aiBnc characterization of the affine invariants
Jf, and Jfi • For this purpose let us consider the conjúgate tangent t of the
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tangent OOi on the surface S and the conjúgate tangent íi of the tangent OiO
on the surface S, . Since we suppose that OOi is not an asymptotic tangent
for S or Si , í and t¡ are straight lines dLstinct from OOi whose equations are
(9.5)

t:

ij =

(9.6)

í, :

y = 0,

-(2a/b)x,

z

0,

z

-{2a,/b,)(x-h).

The one-parameter family of paraboloids which contain í and í, and are
generated by lines which cut the line 001 and are parallel to the plane determined by the directions of < and ¿i , is given by
(9.7)

i' + ly + k^y^ + y ^ - ^ ' - ' '

C'l

where X is the variable parameter.
The tangent lines at 0 of the curve in which the general paraboloid (9.7)
intersects the surface S ara given by

m

(9.8)

I 'K i

i?*

Ú

(¿-4

\y^ + (1 - Ub)xy '- Xhax'' = 0,

2 = 0.

The necessary and sufiBcienJ; condition that these two tangent lines coincide,
that is to say, that the intersection curve of the paraboloid (9.7) and the surfací
S has a cusp at 0, is
(9.9)

1 - X'/i'(4ac - 6') = 0.

This equation gives two vàlues of X, say Xi and Xz , each of which gives Í
paraboloid with the property that its intersection curve with the surface S haí
a cusp at 0. Let us consider one of these paraboloids, for instance the paraboloi(
which corresponds to X = Xi . The tangent plane to this paraboloid at th<
point of infinity of the line OOi is the plane y + X,e = 0 which intersects th(
surface S in the plane curve
(9.10)

?/ + XiZ = 0,

z = ax^ — X,bxz + \lcz^ + • • • ,

and the surface S¡ in the plane curve
(9.11)

^ + X,2 = 0,

-Xz =-ai{x - hf + h,{x - h)z + Ciz' + • •

If r and r, are the radii of curvature of the plane curves (9.10) ànd (9.11) a
the points 0 and Oi respectively it is easily verified that
(9.12)

oXi'

Consequently, according to (9.9) and (8.6) we have

(9.13)

{^J = Jfi .
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Since the ratio rlr^ according to §3 is an invariant with respect to affine
transíonnations, the fonnula (9.13) gives an affine characterization of the
invariant Jfi . Evidently, by symmetry, the affine invariant J*-¡ has an affine
characterization entirely similar to the preceding one. *
Cases II, III, IV. In these cases, according to (9.1) where we put o = 0,
Oi ?í 0; a ?í 0, a, = 0 or a = Oi = 0, the invariants J?, , Jtx and Jf, have the
following metrical characterization:
j * — 1* — I*«21 — «31 — « l l

— h*
— 't

'
, 4

,

s i n ü)

that is, they coincide with the projective invariant given by Buzano [4]. Seyeral
projective characterizations of this invariant have been given by Bqmpiani [2].
10. Summaiy. In this paper we compute the simplest affine invariants of
certain sets of curves and surfaces. They are:
(1) Two plane cuçves having a common tangent at two ordinary points.
Two invariants are found, determined respectively by the neighborhoods of the
second and the third order. These invariants are not projective invariants.
The simplest projective invariants are determined by the neighborhoods of the
fourth order (see [5]).
(2) Two intersecting plane curves at an ordinary point. Two invariants are
found, determined by the neighborhoods of the third order. They are not
projective. The simplest projective invariants are determined by the neighborhoods of the fourth order (see [6]).
(8) Two surfaces with common tangent plane at two ordinary points, with:
(I) common tangent line in general position; three invariants are found J,, ,
Ji2 , J\3 of which the combination J^J^Jii^"
is projective. (II, III) common
tangent asymptotic on one surface; two invariants are found, not projective.
(IV) common tangent asymptotic on both surfaces; one invariant is found, not
projective. These invariants are determined by the neighborhoods of the
second order. The mentioned projective invariant is the only one (see [8]
and [12]).
(4) Two surfaces with common tangent line but distinct tangent planes at
two ordinary points. Same división into cases as in (3). (I) Two invariants
are found, Jf, , ,7*2 of which the product is projective; this projective invariant
is the only one (see [4]). (II, III, IV) One invariant is found, which is projective. These invariants are determined by the neighborhoods of the second
order. It is supposed that the distance h between the two points is ?í 0. For
h = 0 there is in case (I) only one affine invariant J*i/J*2 , which is also the
only projective invariant (see [7]); in cases (II, III, IV) there are neither affine
nor projective invariants determined bj' the neighborhoods of the second order.
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